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Round 1 

1a What is the name of the dance teacher around whose studios the show 
Dance Moms centered? Known for her strict, demanding coaching style 
(and later for the customs fraud that led to her incarceration), she 
coached the ALDC Junior Elite Competition Team for the majority of 
the series. You may give this person's surname or her first and middle 
names (which put the "AL" in "ALDC"). 

ABBY LEE or ABIGAIL LEE or 
MILLER 

1b What movie—adapted from a children's book from 1900—changed the 
color of an iconic prop from silver to something else? The change, 
overseen by Adrian (the movie's mononymous costume designer), was 
prompted by a desire to take advantage of the Technicolor process. The WIZARD OF OZ 

1c From 1960 to 1968, what center won four NBA Most Valuable Player 
Awards—one playing for the Philadelphia Warriors and three playing 
for the Philadelphia 76ers? Wilton "Wilt" CHAMBERLAIN 

   

2a One of the biggest K-pop hits of 2023 was what song from the girl 
group NewJeans whose title is a three-letter initialism? Mon Dieu! OMG 

2b What French fashion house is best known for their handbags named 
after Grace Kelly and Jane Birkin? In 2021, one of this company's Kelly 
bags in the Himalayan color sold at auction for more than a half-million 
dollars. 

HERMÈS 
 

2c You’ve got a lot of options when it comes to building your vampire-
killing arsenal. In early vampire lore, what objects were used to pin a 
vampire to the earth while it slept, keeping it from rising up? 
(Nowadays, driving one of these through the vampire's heart will kill it.) Wooden STAKE [prompt on "wood"] 

   

3a "Olicity" (Oliver Queen and Felicity Smoak) was a ship on what CW 
show that ran from 2012 to 2020? ARROW 

3b Lovers Corky (Gina Gershon) and Violet (Jennifer Tilly) plot to steal 
nearly two million dollars from Violet's mafioso boyfriend in what 1996 
film, the first directed by the Wachowskis? BOUND 

3c 
Franchise name required: Which NWSL team shares its city with the 
Royals and Chiefs? 

Kansas City CURRENT [prompt on 
"Kansas City"] 

   

4a The early 2010s saw the emergence of a new genre of music featuring 
driving rhythms and full harmonies that has now come to be known—by 
Spotify at least—as "stomp and holler." Notable for songs such as 
"Little Lion Man" and "I Will Wait," what English band was at the 
forefront of this folk-rock wave? MUMFORD & SONS 

4b Disney's audio-animatronic technology first debuted (in the form of 
small, talking robotic birds) in 1963 in a Disneyland attraction that also 
depicted several Polynesian gods, including Maui and Tangaroa. What 
two words follow "Enchanted" in the name of this Adventureland 
attraction? TIKI ROOM 

4c What is the reduplicative name of the titular character in a series written 
and illustrated by Anna Dewdney? The first book features this character 
in red pajamas. LLAMA LLAMA 

 
 
 
  



Round 2 
 

1a What five-game video-game series by Naughty Dog primarily centers 
on a treasure hunter who travels the world to uncover various historical 
mysteries? It was recently adapted into a film starring Tom Holland as 
the main protagonist and Mark Wahlberg as his mentor. UNCHARTED 

1b One of the biggest K-pop hits of 2023 was what single from Jisoo of 
Blackpink? The song's title is the singular version of the plural used by 
Miley Cyrus as the title of her 2023 Billboard Hot 100 number-one hit. FLOWER [do not accept "Flowers"] 

1c Catherine Zeta-Jones plays an insurance investigator who may or may 
not want to help Sean Connery's character, a notable thief, get caught 
while robbing Bedford Palace and a bank in the Petronas [PEH-troh-
nass] Towers in what 1999 film? ENTRAPMENT 

   

2a “What Have You Done for Me Lately,” “Nasty,” “When I Think of You,” 
and “Let’s Wait Awhile” are four of the five Billboard Hot 100 top-ten 
hits on a 1986 album. What song—the album's one-word title track—is 
the fifth? CONTROL 

2b What professional dancer replaced Abby Lee Miller as a coach and 
choreographer on Dance Moms after Miller left the show to prepare for 
her various court appearances? This dancer is best known as one of 
the pros on Dancing with the Stars, where she twice took first place 
(with partners Drew Lachey and Emmitt Smith). Cheryl BURKE 

2c Franchise name required: Which NWSL team shares its city with the 
Bears, Cubs, White Sox, Blackhawks, and Bulls? 

Chicago RED STARS [prompt on 
"Chicago"] 

   

3a Christian Broadcasting Network, a media production and distribution 
organization currently headquartered in Virginia Beach, Virginia, was 
founded in 1960 by what person—an eventual televangelist and US 
presidential candidate? Marion Gordon "Pat" ROBERTSON 

3b "Ho Hey," a 2012 song that reached #3 on the Billboard Hot 100, really 
emphasizes the "holler" side of "stomp and holler": The title words are 
repeatedly shouted between lines of verse throughout the song. What 
American folk-rock band released "Ho Hey"? The LUMINEERS 

3c What movie—adapted from a 1982 novella—changes a poster of the 
novella's title actress to a poster of Raquel Welch? This poster is 
critical to the climax of the film because of what it conceals. The SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION 

   

4a 
From 1971 to 1980, what center won a total of six NBA Most Valuable 
Player Awards—three playing for the Milwaukee Bucks and three as a 
Los Angeles Laker? 

Kareem ABDUL-JABBAR [prompt 
on "Ferdinand Lewis ALCINDOR 
Jr."; prompt on either "ABDUL" or 
"JABBAR" on their own] 

4b The Speedy, the Keepall, and the Alma are among the handbags 
available in the iconic brown monogram print fabric favored by what 
French fashion house? 

LOUIS VUITTON Malletier [prompt 
on "Vuitton"] 

4c What bulb-shaped plant in the genus Allium is central to such dishes 
as bagna càuda [BAN yuh COW duh] and aglio e olio [AL ee yoh eh 
OH lee yo]? This plant allegedly wards off vampires so you don’t have 
to kill them right away. GARLIC 

 
 
 
  



Round 3 
 

1a What one-word title is shared by two prime examples of "stomp and 
holler" singles from the early 2010s—the first by Edward Sharpe and 
the Magnetic Zeros, the second by Phillip Phillips? One song 
prominently features whistling; the other has since become the best-
selling American Idol coronation song. HOME 

1b “Throwing It All Away,” “Land of Confusion,” “Tonight, Tonight, Tonight,” 
and “In Too Deep” are four of the five Billboard Hot 100 top-ten hits on 
a 1986 album. What song—the album's title track—is the fifth? INVISIBLE TOUCH 

1c "Delena" (Damon Salvatore and Elena Gilbert) was a ship on what CW 
show that ran from 2009 to 2017? The VAMPIRE DIARIES 

   

2a What word follows "Carousel of" in the name of a Disney Magic 
Kingdom attraction originally designed for the 1964 New York World's 
Fair? This Tomorrowland attraction, which showcases several stages of 
technological development in a rotating theater building, has not been 
significantly upgraded since 1993, when references to such futuristic 
innovations as car phones and LaserDisc were added to the show's 
final scene. PROGRESS 

2b Which Naughty Dog game's title refers both to the game's setting in a 
post-apocalyptic America after a worldwide Cordyceps infection and to 
the brutal loss of characters' humanity? The game was recently 
adapted into a TV show. The LAST OF US 

2c 
From 1958 to 1965, what center won five NBA Most Valuable Player 
Awards playing for the Boston Celtics? William "Bill" RUSSELL 

   

3a What dancer and actress got her start on Dance Moms but really 
rocketed to fame when she appeared in a 2014 music video that has 
more than 2.6 billion views on YouTube? Madison "Maddie" ZIEGLER 

3b The 2.55, the Boy Bag, and the Classic Flap are some of the handbag 
designs sold by what French fashion house? They are typically identified by 
their high-quality leather and signature chain handles... and by the iconic 
logo featuring mirrored and interlaced initials, of course. CHANEL 

3c According to the titles of two popular books by Adam Rubin, what 
prepared food item do dragons love? They love big gigantic versions 
and tiny little baby versions, and they love parties with buckets, 
pantloads, or boatloads of these items... just so long as they don't 
involve a specific spicy accompaniment. TACOS 

   

4a Franka Potente, playing the title role, has 20 minutes to get 100,000 
deutsche mark [DOY chuh MARK] and save her boyfriend. The audience 
sees three different ways this might happen in what 1998 film? 

RUN LOLA RUN [accept LOLA 
RENNT] 

4b What variety show, whose segments feature Christian-based music, 
preaching, prayer, and interviews, was the flagship television program of 
the Christian Broadcasting Network? On the air since 1966, the show was 
named for one of Pat Robertson's 1962 CBN telethon goals (namely, the 
number of people he'd hoped might donate ten dollars per month). The 700 CLUB 

4c What film series—adapted from a mid-1950s work initially published in 
three parts—includes a sword that is shown broken into several pieces 
and only reforged by elves and returned to its rightful owner near the 
series' climax? In the original work, the sword was in only two shards, 
both of which were already in the possession of the rightful owner. The LORD OF THE RINGS 

  



Round 4 
 

1a Big Al, Henry, and Liver Lips are among the ursine characters who 
perform in what animatronic musical stage show at Magic Kingdom? 
This Frontierland attraction, which received a terrible film adaptation in 
2002, closed for renovations in January 2024. (Note: No word in the 
correct answer ends in an "s".) 

COUNTRY BEAR JAMBOREE 
[prompt on "(The) Country Bear"] 

1b Per vampire lore, what specific liquid can be sprinkled on the graves of 
suspected vampires to destroy them or on the skin of active vampires to 
burn them like acid? This liquid, which also works to ward off demons, 
is commonly applied to babies—usually within a few weeks after birth 
and for a very different reason. HOLY WATER [prompt on "water"] 

1c From 1966 to 1972, Robertson shared hosting duties on The 700 Club 
with what up-and-comer, who founded his own television ministry in 
1974? In 1978, he and his wife would open Heritage USA, a Christian-
themed amusement park in Fort Mill, South Carolina. Jim BAKKER [BAY ker] 

   

2a What movie—adapted from a 1973 novel—replaces sharks in the 
waters near Florin with the much more fantastical shrieking eels? 
Luckily for the title character, in both the book and the film, she is pulled 
from the creature-infested water by Fezzik. The PRINCESS BRIDE 

2b "Choni" [SHOW nee] (Cheryl Blossom and Toni Topaz) was a ship on 
what CW show that ran from 2017 to 2023? RIVERDALE 

2c Per the titles of the indicated Mo Willems books, what animal should 
you not let drive a bus or stay up late? In a 2004 book, this same title 
animal finds a hot dog, which is perhaps a more realistic endeavor. PIGEON 

   

3a One of the biggest K-pop hits of 2023 was what single by the girl group 
Fifty Fifty? This cutesy love song shares its title with the name of one of 
Santa's reindeer. CUPID 

3b After winning three ABA Most Valuable Player Awards from 1974 to 
1976 while playing with the New York Nets, what forward won an NBA 
Most Valuable Player Award in 1981 as a Philadelphia 76er? Julius ERVING II [prompt on "Dr. J"] 

3c What is the name of genetically enhanced marsupial protagonist who 
headlined four games produced by Naughty Dog? Players often use the 
title character to smash crates full of wumpa fruit. CRASH BANDICOOT 

   

4a Franchise name required: Which NWSL team shares its city with the 
Texans, Astros, and Rockets? 

Houston DASH [prompt on 
"Houston"] 

4b Which Dance Moms cast member, who joined the show in 2015 after 
having appeared on the spinoff Abby's Ultimate Dance Competition, 
would later go on to become the first contestant on Dancing with the 
Stars to be given a dance partner of the same sex? 

Joelle Joanie "JoJo" SIWA  
 

4c “Straight Up,” “Cold Hearted,” “(It’s Just) The Way That You Love Me,” 
and “Opposites Attract” are four of the five Billboard Hot 100 top-ten hits 
on a 1988 album. What song—the album's title track—is the fifth? FOREVER YOUR GIRL 

 
 
 
 
 
  



Round 5 
 

1a The Sac de Jour and the Kate (both available in grain de poudre-
embossed [GRONN dih POO druh] leather) and the LouLou (with its 
quilted "Y" pattern) are among the handbags designed by what French 
fashion house? 

Yves SAINT LAURENT 
[EEV SAH(N) luh RAH(N); prompt 
on "YSL"] 

1b Franchise name required: Which NWSL team shares its city with the 
Wizards, Commanders, Nationals, and Capitals? 

Washington SPIRIT [prompt on 
"Washington] 

1c Per the title of an Andrea Beaty book that was intended by the author to 
develop an interest in STEM, what is Ada Twist's near-rhyme 
occupation? In the 2021 television adaptation of the character, we're 
told that "she's gonna find out what the answer is." SCIENTIST 

   

2a Jim Bakker [BAY ker], and later Jim and his wife, Tammy Faye, hosted 
their television network's flagship talk show, whose official title included 
what three-letter initialism—the same initialism featured in the name of 
their TV network? 

PTL [usually defined as "Praise the 
Lord"] 

2b Jamie Lee Curtis played the femme fatale in a gang of thieves who 
double-cross one another while attempting to recover a stash of stolen 
diamonds in what 1988 film that earned an Oscar nomination for its 
English screenwriter (who also co-starred)? 

A FISH CALLED WANDA 
 

2c After his 2022 single "Stick Season" went viral on TikTok in mid-2023, 
Vox published an article exploring the possibility that Noah Kahan 
[KONN] may be ushering in a new era of "Stomp Clap Hey" music. In 
November 2023, Kahan released the song "Northern Attitude" featuring 
what Irish "Take Me to Church" singer? Andrew John HOZIER-Byrne 

   

3a Located in Magic Kingdom's Liberty Square, what animatronic show 
attraction features a recitation of the Gettysburg Address? It has been 
noted that the attraction's animatronic Donald Trump looks eerily like 
Hillary Clinton—perhaps suggesting a last minute re-skin in 2016. The HALL OF PRESIDENTS 

3b While you’re collecting holy water from your nearest church for your 
vampire-killing kit, it might be a good idea to pick up what other 
religious object—a vampire repellent? Though you could make a similar 
shape with your hands, the one from church bears a Latin name and an 
image of Jesus. CRUCIFIX [prompt on "cross"] 

3c “Baby Don’t Forget My Number,” “Girl I’m Gonna Miss You,” “Blame It 
on the Rain,” and “All or Nothing” are four of the five Billboard Hot 100 
top-ten hits on an album released for the North American market in 
1989. What song—which served as this album's title track—is the fifth? GIRL YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE 

   

4a In a four-game series by Naughty Dog, what is the name of the titular 
teenaged protagonist who is generally flanked by his "ottsel" friend, 
Daxter? Players have to be nimble and quick as they traverse this 
platform game. JAK 

4b 
"Sanvers" (Alex Danvers and Maggie Sawyer) was a ship on what show 
that premiered on CBS in 2015 and ended on the CW in 2021? SUPERGIRL 

4c One of the biggest K-pop hits of 2023 was what song by the girl group 
Le Sserafim that shares its title with a 1992 Clint Eastwood film that 
won the Oscar for Best Picture? UNFORGIVEN 

 
 
 



 
Tie breaker round.  Ask all players tied for a given place the first three questions individually, usually by 
having them leave the room. If there are still at least two players tied, ask them the second set.  
 
Please email Lindsay Sobczak (lindsay@onlinequizleague.com) results of broken ties. 
 

1a 
What nickname is given to the person picked last in the annual NFL 
draft? MR IRRELEVANT 

1b In 2023, which of the Queer Eye hosts announced that they would be 
leaving the show after season 8? First or last name acceptable 

BOBBY or BERK [his name is 
Bobby Berk] 

1c What is the name of the haircare brand launched by Beyonce in 
February 2024? CÉCRED 

   

2a What Broadway actress, best known for her roles as Kim and Eponine 
in Miss Saigon and Les Misérables, respectively, also provided the 
singing voices for the Disney princesses Jasmine and Mulan? Lea SALONGA 

2b The cover of which album by Radiohead depicts a CPR training dummy 
in a photograph taken of a TV screen? The BENDS 

2c Named after a British orthodontist, what name is given to the technique 
of holding your tongue against the roof of your mouth in order to give 
yourself a stronger jaw shape? MEWING 

   

TB1 Regarding Spaceship Earth at Walt Disney World's EPCOT theme 
park, what is the product of the number of silvered triangular facets on 
the building's exterior and the number of people who have narrated the 
ride since it opened? 45,296 

 
 

Spare Questions 
1 Although the parents of actress Lupita Nyong'o are Kenyan, Lupita 

was born in what other country, where her father was teaching as a 
visiting professor? MEXICO 

2 At the 1989 World Figure Skating Championships, who won gold in the 
ladies' singles category after becoming the first woman to land a triple 
Axel in competition? Midori ITO 

3 With which instrument of tuned metal bars was jazz artist Lionel 
Hampton most closely linked? VIBRAPHONE 
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